MALENY CONTRACT BRIDGE CLUB
COVID19 SAFE PLAN
Entry
The following procedure must be followed for entry into the clubhouse.
•
•
•

•

You must sign a Player Agreement Form on entry unless you have completed one previously.
A copy of the form is attached to the door. You should not enter unless the conditions on
the form are currently met.
On entry, forehead temperature will be taken. Please move your hair if necessary and do not
move until you are told the procedure is complete. The thermometer will be held 1 to 6
centimetres from your forehead. If you record a high temperature (over 37.5°) you will not
be permitted entry to the Club.
Proceed to the Bathroom and wash your hands thoroughly in the proper Covid safe manner.
Dry hands with a paper towel or thoroughly under the Hand dryer.

Contact tracing
It is a requirement of the Queensland Government that the person’s name, date and time of
attendance, phone number and email address (or residential address if not available) be recorded on
entry into the clubhouse.
•

•

The contact details for members and for non-members who record their contact details on
the Player Agreement Form are stored electronically by the club and do not need to be
provided again unless they change. Anyone else coming to the club must record their name,
date, time of entry and exit and contact details in the book provided for that purpose on the
table near the Directors’ Room.
The name, date and time of entry and exit of a player whose player number is recorded
electronically in the Bridgemate and does not have to be separately recorded. The name,
date, time of entry and exit of anyone else must be recorded in the book provided for that
purpose on the table near the Directors’ Room. If they are a member or have provided their
contact details on the Player Agreement Form they signed, they should write “Member” or
“Provided” in the contact details section of the page.

Physical distancing and hand sanitising
We are playing the COVID Safe Plan for indoor sport. Under this plan, we must physically distance
(1.5m) and satisfy the 2 sq m rule when we are not actually playing. These restrictions do not apply
when we are playing.
PHYSICAL DISTANCING IS REQUIRED WHERE POSSIBLE BEFORE AND AFTER PLAY AND
DURING THE BREAK IN PLAY
You should wash hands on arrival and sanitise hands at regular intervals.
Considerations during play
Bidding boxes are available for purchase for $15. You should use a bidding box for bidding if
possible.

At the end of each session, east or west must wipe down their table and the arms of their chairs,
with the provided detergent solution and a paper towel.
Club Kitchen
Only the Providores or members trained in the correct procedures for the kitchen may enter the
kitchen.
Coffee/Tea Break
A break will be authorised by the Director mid-session. Members will queue, physically distanced. The
club will provide hot water, milk, tea, sugar and coffee. The Providore will serve the tea, coffee from
within the kitchen. A rostered-on assistant will serve biscuits etc at the servery using tongs and
wearing gloves, placing the biscuit onto a serviette held by the member. Members will then take a
physically distanced break either at the table at which they have just been playing or outside on the
veranda. Please return any cups and spoons on completion of the break to the trays on the trolley.
Nothing is to be left at the playing tables. Those people dispensing tea and coffee will be responsible
for sanitising the benches and all other surfaces touched during this activity.
After the break, wash or sanitise your hands.
Conclusion of play
Those rostered should perform their duties, as listed on the noticeboard, including sanitising surfaces
that have been touched.

